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PARIS: The COVID-19 pandemic was responsible for 
its postponement but, with the health situation on the 
continent gradually improving, the delayed Euro 2020 
finally kicks off on Friday in Rome when Italy host 
Turkey while Cristiano Ronaldo and Portugal prepare 
to defend the title they won in France five years ago. 

When the action gets underway in front of a 
planned 16,000 fans at a quarter-full Stadio Olimpico 
the overwhelming feeling for European football’s gov-
erning body UEFA will be of relief following the 
unprecedented decision to put the tournament on hold 
last year. 

This time the month-long competition — being 
staged for the first time in 11 cities across Europe 
rather than in just one or two host countries — will 
focus the attention of the continent as it begins to 
open up for its summer season, with coronavirus infec-
tion rates dropping and vaccinations picking up pace. 

Yet challenges remain, especially after UEFA chose 
to stick with the pan-European format. Dublin and 
Bilbao were dropped from the list of host cities after 
refusing to give guarantees over spectator numbers, 
but Seville stepped in for the latter while Dublin’s 
games went to London and Saint-Petersburg. 

The remaining venues — Amsterdam, Baku, 
Bucharest, Budapest, Copenhagen, Glasgow, London, 
Munich, Rome, Saint-Petersburg and Seville — have 
all confirmed fans will be allowed to fill between 25 
and 100 percent of capacity, with the exception of 
Munich, which said it aims to host at least 14,500 fans 
at the Allianz Arena. While the threat of more conta-
gious variants remains, Munich’s mayor Dieter Reiter 
said in April there had been “no promises, of any kind, 
to guarantee spectators”. 

 
‘Europe is back’ 

Despite it all, UEFA president Aleksander Ceferin 
has been bullish, insisting Euro 2020 will be safe. “It 

will be the perfect opportunity to show the world that 
Europe is adapting. Europe is alive and celebrating life. 
Europe is back,” he said recently. The clearest illustra-
tion of that is set to come from Budapest, where the 
brand-new, 68,000-seat Puskas Arena will be packed 
to capacity. 

Hungary claims its swift vaccine rollout, partly 
thanks to its use of Chinese and Russian vaccines 
alone among European Union members, means the 
games — including France against Portugal on June 23 
— will be safe. The fact Prime Minister Viktor Orban is 
football mad has helped. “We have beaten the third 
wave,” Orban said recently. 

 
Busquets blow for Spain 

Nevertheless, the pandemic is not over, and coron-
avirus continues to cast its shadow. Organizers have 
made it clear that no travel exemptions are being 
granted for ticket holders, meaning those entering 
countries from abroad could have to quarantine on 
arrival.  

Concerns over possible virus clusters led to UEFA 
allowing nations to name expanded squads of 26 play-
ers. On Sunday, Spain captain Sergio Busquets tested 
positive for COVID-19 and left their training base. 
Busquets faces 10 days in quarantine, ruling him out of 
Spain’s opening game against Sweden in Seville on 
June 14. 

It comes after the Netherlands dropped goalkeeper 
Jasper Cillessen from their squad because of a positive 
test. “We don’t know how long it will take until he is 
100 percent fit again. I don’t want to take any risks in 
that respect,” Dutch coach Frank de Boer said. 

Luck when it comes to COVID-19 but also injuries 
at the end of a long season could prove crucial in 
determining who goes all the way to the final week in 
London — Wembley is the venue for both semi-finals 
as well as the final on Sunday, July 11. 

Portugal are hoping to emulate neighbors Spain’s 
success in 2008 and 2012 and successfully defend the 
title they won at Euro 2016. Ronaldo is 36 now but is 
still going strong and is supported by outstanding tal-
ents like Joao Felix, Bruno Fernandes and Bernardo 
Silva. They are in the same group as Germany as well 
as France, the World Cup holders who are hoping to 
repeat their achievement of two decades ago, when 
they went to Euro 2000 as world champions and 

added the European title. 
Les Bleus have Karim Benzema back after a long 

international exile and they look a fearsome proposi-
tion as they target a tournament double. England have 
the carrot of knowing both semi-finals and the final 
will be played at home, while Belgium are the top-
ranked team in the world and Italy as well as the 
Netherlands are eager to impress after failing to quali-
fy for recent tournaments. — AFP 

BERLIN: A person rides a scooter past a building under construction covered in a massive billboard with an advertisement 
featuring the German national football team ahead of the upcoming UEFA Euro 2020 football championships in Berlin’s 
Kreuzberg district on Sunday. — AFP

MIDDLESBROUGH: England’s striker Marcus Rashford (second right) celebrates scoring his team’s first goal with England’s 
defender Tyrone Mings (third right) during the international friendly football match between England and Romania at the 
Riverside Stadium in Middlesbrough, north-east England on Sunday. — AFP 

Euro 2020 set to capture continent’s 
attention but pandemic challenges remain 

USA beat Mexico 3-2 
to win inaugural 
CONCACAF Nations 
League 
 
 
DENVER: The United States beat Mexico 3-2 to win 
the inaugural CONCACAF Nations League Sunday, 
with a wild extra-time finish featuring a penalty from 
Christian Pulisic and a penalty save from substitute 
keeper Ethan Horvath. 

The United States came from behind twice — from 
1-0 and from 2-1 down — to force extra time before a 
raucous crowd at Empower Field. The score was knot-
ted at 2-2 after regular time and in the 114th minute 
Chelsea striker Pulisic put the United States ahead for 
the first time when he converted a penalty awarded 
after a VAR review. 

Six minutes later Andres Guardado’s attempt from 
the spot — awarded after VAR confirmed a handball 

by Mark McKenzie in the penalty area — was turned 
away by Horvath. By then, Mexico’s Argentinian coach 
Gerardo “Tata” Martino had been sent off, apparently 
for draping an arm over Panamanian referee John Pitti 
as he checked the video on the tackle by Carlos 
Salcedo that brought down Pulisic in the box. 

The decision to grant the penalty prompted Mexico 
fans to shower the pitch with debris. Mexico had been 
quick out of the blocks, seizing a 1-0 lead in the sec-
ond minute through Jesus Corona. Gio Reyna 
answered for the United States in the 27th — minutes 
after Mexico thought they had gone up 2-0 on a head-
er by Hector Moreno that was disallowed upon VAR 
review because he was a hair offside. 

That set the stage for Reyna, the 18-year-old 
Borussia Dortmund midfielder, who fired in the 
rebound when Weston McKennie’s header off a 
Pulisic corner kick rebounded off the post. Second-
half substitute Diego Lainez restored Mexico’s lead 
in the 79th, slotting a shot past Horvath who had 
come on in the 67th when Steffen departed with an 
apparent leg injury. Once again the United States 
pulled level, McKennie sl ipping a header past 
Mexico keeper Guillermo Ochoa into the side net. 
The two sides remained deadlocked after regular 

time and the first period of extra time. Then Pulisic, 
fresh off Chelsea’s Champions League triumph, went 
down in the box as he was challenged by two 
Mexico defenders. Pitti initially didn’t award the spot 
kick, but changed the call after a lengthy break for 
the review, during which tension mounted on the 
pitch and in the stands. 

Pulisic took two steps and rifled the ball over 
Ochoa into the top corner. When another VAR review 
confirmed McKenzie’s handball, Guardado, playing in 
his 116th international, took it with confidence but 
Horvath dived to his right for the sprawling save. 

“I’m kind of speechless to be honest,” Horvath told 
a television interviewer. “If you’re on the bench as a 
keeper you don’t expect to come in the game,” he 
added. “It’s just a whole bunch of emotion. It’s a spe-
cial moment for me in my hometown of Denver.” 

The United States earned their second win in seven 
CONCACAF tournament finals against Mexico, its first 
since the 2007 Gold Cup. For Martino, it was a first 
final loss since he has been in charge of El Tri, after 
winning the 2019 Gold Cup against the United States. 
In the third-place playoff earlier Sunday, Honduras 
beat Costa Rica 5-4 on penalties after the sides played 
to a 2-2 draw in regular time. — AFP 

Turkey’s conquest  
of Europe rests  
at maestro 
Calhanoglu’s feet 
 
 
ISTANBUL: Turkey’s hopes of conquering Europe and 
winning their first international title rest at the feet of 
free-kick maestro Hakan Calhanoglu whose repertoire 
features the kind of silky skills the football-mad nation 
craves. Calhanoglu is just one of the stars of a squad 
that many view as Turkey’s new golden generation. The 
Turks’ best international performances include a semi-
final appearance at Euro 2008 and a third-place finish 
in the 2002 World Cup. But a trophy has remained tan-
talizingly out of reach. 

Calhanoglu plays for AC Milan and will be keen to 
shine his brightest when the Turks travel to Rome to 
play Italy for their Group A opening match in the pan-
demic-delayed Euro 2020 on June 11. The 27-year-old’s 
Milan contract is expiring and he will have a chance to 
show off against some of his old Italian teammates and 
opponents. Scouts from Manchester United will be 
among the many suitors watching with interest to see 
just how good Calhanoglu has become. Calhanoglu 
burst onto the global stage when he scored with a mes-
merizing free-kick from more than 40 meters out 
against Dortmund while playing in the Bundesliga for 
Hamburg in 2014. 

The Dortmund players had not even bothered to set 
up a wall because an attempt on goal seemed so auda-
cious. Further gems for Bayer Leverkusen as well as AC 
Milan and Turkey have established Calhanoglu as one of 
the most feared free-kick takers in the world. 

 
‘I like responsibility’ 

But it would be a mistake to reduce the German-
born Calhanoglu to a compilation of pretty goals on 
YouTube. He has always had lightning-quick feet. Now 
he has developed into a technician who reads the game 
as if he were hovering above the pitch. 

He delivers precision passes and fans adore him 
because he usually spares no effort while pressing in 
defense. Calhanoglu also brings needed experience to a 
rejuvenated squad and is one of Turkey’s most capped 
players. But it has not all been smooth sailing for 
Calhanoglu and the men in red. He has occasionally 
been benched by coach Senol Gunes after being 
accused of giving more to his clubs than country. 

Calhanoglu admitted last year that he felt “resentful” 
toward Gunes for not giving him as much responsibility 
as he enjoyed in Milan. “I like to take responsibility,” he 
told reporters in March. “What matters to me above all 
else is the collective game.” Calhanoglu succeeds the 
more tempestuous Arda Turan in wearing the Number 
10 shirt for the “Milli Takim”.—AFP 

Southgate braced 
for more boos of 
England taking knee 
 
 
MIDDLESBROUGH:  England manager Gareth 
Southgate admitted the boos that met his side taking 
the knee ahead of Sunday’s 1-0 friendly win over 
Romania in Middlesbrough sadly came as no surprise. 
There was a similar reaction to the Three Lions per-
forming the gesture against racial injustice before 
Wednesday’s clash against Austria, which also took 
place at the Riverside Stadium. 

Southgate made an impassioned plea on Saturday 
for fans to respect the players’ stand on the issue, but 
insisted England will continue to take the knee before 
kick-off in all of their matches at Euro 2020 no matter 
the reaction. A crowd of 22,000 will attend all three of 
their group games at Wembley with restrictions still in 
place on the number of supporters allowed to attend 
due to coronavirus restrictions. Taking the knee, ini-
tially performed by NFL quarterback Colin 
Kaepernick, has become commonplace in top level 
football matches over the past year. 

However, the vast majority of those matches have 
been behind closed doors. “I sadly expected what 
happened to happen,” said Southgate. “It’s not going 
to stop what we are doing or what we believe or my 
support for our players and staff. We’re going to have 
to live with that. Moving forward it’s pointless me 
going into any further detail on it.” 

Once the action got underway, Marcus Rashford’s 
penalty earned an unconvincing win after Southgate 
named an experimental team. Five players who are not 

part of his final squad for the European Championship 
made an appearance at some point in the game. There 
is still one place up for grabs in Southgate’s 26-man 
squad due to an injury to Trent Alexander-Arnold. 

James Ward-Prowse, Ben Godfrey and Ben White 
were all given the chance to further their case from the 
start, while Jesse Lingard and Ollie Watkins came off 
the bench in the second-half. Ward-Prowse did the 
most to justify a place in the squad with an all-action 
display in midfield and the Southampton skipper’s 
delivery from set-pieces was also on show. 

Dominic Calvert-Lewin powered his in-swinging 
free-kick against the crossbar before Jadon Sancho 
also struck the woodwork. At the other end Sam 
Johnstone had an impressive England debut as he 
made a smart save from Nicole Stanciu to ensure 
Southgate’s men did not trail at the break. 

Liverpool captain Jordan Henderson made his return 
from 106 days out injured at half-time for a much-
needed 45 minutes for his match fitness. Jack Grealish 
was England’s one constant menace as the Romanians 
repeatedly resorted to hauling down the Aston Villa 
man. However, that tactic cost them the only goal when 
Grealish was clipped by Tiberiu Capusa as he broke 
into the box. Rashford, who became the 125th man to 
captain England, took responsibility from the spot to 
send Florin Nita the wrong way. 

Johnstone then had to make a stunning stop to earn 
his clean sheet by turning Andrei Ivan’s fierce effort 
over. Henderson took the captain’s armband from 
Rashford and also took control of penalty taking 
duties 12 minutes from time with the Manchester 
United forward having been replaced by Lingard. 
Calvert-Lewin wanted the ball after he was chopped 
down by Vlad Chiriches, but Henderson pulled rank. 
However, he is still waiting to score his first interna-
tional goal after 59 caps as Nita made a good save low 
to his right. —AFP 

Belgium, Netherlands 
win final pre-Euro 
2020 friendlies 
 
 
PARIS: Belgium and the Netherlands completed their 
Euro 2020 preparations on Sunday with respective 
wins over Croatia and Georgia. Belgium, the world’s 
top-ranked side, beat the 2018 World Cup runners up 
1-0 thanks to a first half goal from in-form Romelu 
Lukaku, fresh from winning the Serie A title with Inter 
Milan. Roberto Martinez’s side will be one of the 
favorites to win what would be their first ever major 
international trophy and line up in Group B alongside 
Denmark, Finland and Russia. In a tight match it was 
Lukaku, 28, who was the difference between the two 
sides in a cagey contest, and he was unlucky not to 
open the scoring in the 31st minute with a wonder goal.  

Holding off three Croatia defenders, Lukaku 
unleashed a curling shot which looked to be heading in 
before it crashed out off the bar, with Yannick 
Carrasco’s header on the rebound also thudding onto 
the woodwork. However he gave his side the lead sev-
en minutes later when he pounced following confusion 
in the Croatia penalty area and lashed home his 60th 
international goal. Few clear-cut chances came along 
after that, but Lukaku should have netted his second of 
the night with a minute remaining when his close-
range header was somehow kept out by Croatia goal-
keeper Dominik Livakovic. The Dutch had an easier 
time of it with a 3-0 win over Georgia. 

Frank de Boer’s team will be aiming to make a big 
impression at their first major tournament since the 
2014 World Cup and play all their Group C matches 
with Ukraine, Austria and North Macedonia in 
Amsterdam. 

They took the lead in the 10th minute through a 
Memphis Depay penalty and the Lyon forward was 
unlucky not to double his tally six minutes later, with 
Giorgi Loria pulling off a marvellous save to deny him. 
Loria made another magnificent stop just before the 
break, tipping away Frenkie de Jong’s long-range drive 
which was arrowing into his top right-hand corner. 

Wout Weghorst did make it two 11 minutes after the 
restart when he collected impressive Depay’s well-
time through ball and lashed home from close range. 
Loria continued his superb display between the sticks 
with another great save from Depay’s drilled effort 
from the edge of the area, but couldn’t stop Ryan 
Gravenberch from adding a third with 14 minutes left. 

The 35-year-old had again denied Depay, this time 
from inside the area, but Ajax teenager Gravenberch 
followed up to nod home and complete the victory. 
Denmark also go into the tournament on a high after 
seeing off Bosnia and Herzegovina 2-0 in Brondby. 
Goals from Martin Braithwaite and Andreas Cornelius 
were enough for Kasper Hjulmand’s side to grab the 
win ahead of their opening Group B fixture with 
Finland in Copenhagen on Saturday. Austria drew 0-0 
with Slovakia while Scotland scraped a 1-0 win over 
10-man Luxembourg ahead of their first major inter-
national tournament appearance for 23 years. — AFP 

BRUSSELS: Belgium’s forward Romelu Lukaku shoots and 
scores during the international friendly football match 
between Belgium and Croatia at the King Baudouin 
Stadium in Brussels on Sunday, ahead of the EURO 
2020/2021 tournament. — AFP 


